The probabilistic analysis of language acquisition: Theoretical,
































































































































































from exposure to only positive language examples.  Restrictions on the contraction of ‘going to’ provide 

































































not yield large enough savings in the second part of the code to be chosen. Instead, a “cheaper,” simpler, 
grammar will be preferred. When there is more language data, investment in a more costly, complicated 
grammar becomes worthwhile. This characteristic of MDL learning can explain the early 







































































































































































































































































Appendix� Proof of the Computable Probability
Identification Theorem
A function is computable, if there is a Turing machine (or equivalent) that maps the argu-
ments to the values. Here we consider only probability mass functions wth rational argu-
ments.
The restriction to computable probability mass functions is both cognitively realistic (if
we assume language is generated by a computable process) and dramatically simplifies the
problem of language identification (for related discussion in a different context, see Cover,
1973).
If a computable function has as values pairs of nonnegative integers, such as (a� b), we can
interpret this value as the rational a/b. A function f(x) with x rational is semicomputable
from below if it is defined by a rational-valued computable function φ(x� k) with x a ra-
tional number and k a nonnegative integer such that φ(x� k + 1) ≥ φ(x� k) for every k
and limk→∞ φ(x� k) = f(x). This means that f can be computably approximated arbitrary
closely from below (see Li & Vitanyi, 2008, p. 35).
Consider a subclass of the lower semicomputable functions. A function f is a semiprobability
mass function if
�
x f(x) ≤ 1 and a probability mass function if
�
x f(x) = 1. We write
‘p(x)’ for ‘f(x)’ if the function is a semiprobability mass function.
It is possible to enumerate all and only the semiprobability mass functions that are lower
semicomputable, by fixing an effective enumeration of all Turing machines in a fixed de-
scription syntax. Now it is possible to change every Turing machine description in the list
into one that computes a semiprobability mass function that is computable from below, as
described in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 in Li & Vitanyi (2008). The list contains all and
only semiprobability mass functions that are semicomputable from below.
Every probability mass function is a semiprobability mass function, and every computable
probability mass function is semicomputable from below. Therefore, every computable prob-
ability mass function is in the list (indeed, each will appear infinitely often).
Theorem 1 �Computable Probability Identification Theorem) Let L = �a�� a2� . . .}




p. Let the mean of p exist �
�
i ip(ai) < ∞). Then p can almost surely be computed by an
algorithm that takes as input an infinite sequence x�� x2� . . . of elements of L drawn according
to p.
Proof. Our data is, by assumption, an i.i.d. sample from a computable probability
mass function p. Formally, the data x�� x2� . . . is generated by a sequence of random vari-
ables X�� X2� ..., each a copy of a single random variable X with probability mass function
P (X = x) = p(x) for every x ∈ L. We assume that the mean of X exists (��). By the
above arguments, we can effectively enumerate the semiprobability mass functions that are
computable from below
Q = q�� q2� . . . �
where p = qk with least k.
Definition 1 For every i with 1 ≤ i < k, maxx∈L |p(x)− qi(x)| > 0 �this follows from the






and by definition α > 0. For xi reaches the maximum in maxx∈L |p(x)− qi(x)|, define t
i by
qi(x
i) − qt�i (x
i) ≤ α/2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Considering the elements of L lexicographic length-
increasing ordered, define χ by χ = max�≤i�k x
i. Finally, define θ by θ = max�≤i≤k t
i.
We now turn to a probabilistic law that makes it possible to compute index k almost surely
given data x�� x2� . . . . The Strong Law of Large Numbers states that if we perform the same
experiment a large number of times, then almost surely the average of the results goes to
the expected value.
Let �a(x�� x2� . . . � xn) be the number of elements in x�� x2� . . . � xn equal a (a ∈ L). Consider
some x ∈ L. Then we can consider a Bernoulli process (q� 1 − q) where q = p(x) and
1− q =
�
y∈L−�x} p(y). Then (Feller, 1968, p 258 ff), for every pair �, δ, there is an N such
that for every r > 0 all r + 1 inequalities:
|p(x)−
�x(x�� x2� ...� xn)
n
| ≤ �� (1)
with n = N�N +1� ...� N + r will be satisfied with probability at least 1− δ. That is, we can
say, informally, that with overwhelming probability the left hand part of (��) remains small








where σ2i is the variance of Xi in the sequence of mutually independent random variables
X�� X2� . . . . Since all Xi’s are copies of a single X, all Xi’s have a common distribution p.
2
We use the theorem on page 260 in Feller (1968). To apply the Strong Law in this case it
suffices that the mean of X exists. Thus, if we order the elements of L length-increasing





Our current ”guess” concerning the language can then always be an element in the list of
possible lower semicomputable semiprobability mass functions Q not yet ruled out by the
data. Since the elements of Q are lower semicomputable, if for some i at some step t we have
qti(x) > p(x) then we can rule out qi. But if q
t
i(x) < p(x) it can be the case that at some
later step t� > t we have qt
�
i (x) = p(x). Thus, our guess of which qi is actually p may change
with the number of steps t and in fact the candidates output may change from earlier on in
the list Q to later on to earlier. However, eventually we will identify the correct hypothesis
p and this true hypothesis will never be eliminated, however much data is obtained. Thus
the true probability distribution is identified. Moreover, it can be shown that this process
can be carried out by a concrete algorithm (Vitanyi Chater, in preparation).
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